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There’s a culture involved in the land itself.  There are memories, stories, spirits.  

I am almost up in the clouds. 
 

 The preceding is an excerpt from my journal entry on Sunday, March 4th, at 11:25 

A.M.  I was part way through my hike from Schloss Tirol to Vellau – a very small village on 

the far side of the ridge behind Schloss Tirol – towards the vinschgau valley.  The village 

only boasts one café, which is partially a gasthaus, and a sign proclaiming it as Vellau.  

Needless to say, this village was small. 

 The experiences this first week have truly been a great, and vast, introduction to 

thoughts, concepts, feelings, and physical places I’ll encounter as I progress through the 

experience.   This is summed up by a conversation I had with Noah as we were walking up 

the mountain that is the driveway to Schloss Brunnenburg.  There is an appreciation of detail 

that roughly follows the old saying: If you’re going to do something, do it right or don’t do it at all.   

 Or, alternatively: Only the Best.  Each of these have, in their own right, influenced my 

thought of aesthetic tremendously.  Also, those who needed to work hard for their daily 

amenities best represent them.  When you were going to be building a tool to use for 

multiple years – a companion, if you will – you would create a tool that was not only strong 

and durable, but one that fit into what you knew was an aesthetic, unconsciously, of your 

daily life.   

 This is important.  This is widely important to looking at functionality vs. aesthetics.  

But is not something that this essay will reflect upon.  More importantly, in starting to look 

at the influences the history of Tirol, the culture of Tirol, and our interactions with both we 

must look at the fluidity of what I have now deemed the Schloss Entanglement.  Those of, 



especially for us students, the ability for life to blend together, much like a carefully planned 

and implemented pot of soup, to be an experience – or an entanglement of ideas and actions.   

 It is an aesthetic quality of our daily lives now.  Living in a place as we do, glimpsing 

a castle in our field of vision every few minutes, combined with the studies we are 

progressing towards, is a blend like now else.  There is a distinction to be made – I feel as if 

being in a place that inspires real life history is therefore inspiring our students, including 

myself, to understand it in a new, personal light.   

 Thought this aesthetic is a loose, light idea – it is there.   


